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Abstract 

This study describes a modular arithmetic-based signing scheme called NDSP which 

combines essentially optimal efficiency with attractive security properties. Signing takes one 

RSA decryption plus some hashing, verification takes one RSA encryption plus some hashing, 

and the size of the signature is the size of the modulus. Assuming the underlying hash 

functions are ideal, our schemes are not only provably secure, but are so in a tight way— an 

ability to forge signatures with a certain amount of computational resources implies the 

ability to invert RSA (on the same size modulus) with about the same computational effort. 
 

Keywords: Full domain hash, trapdoor permutation, ideal hash, probabilistic signature, 

provable security 
 

1. Introduction 

A widely employed paradigm to sign a document M  is to first compute some “hash” 

)(MHashy   and then set the signature to Nyyfx d mod)(1  
 [12]. To verify that 

x  is a signature of M , compute Nxxf e mod)(   and check this equals )(MHash . In 

particular, this is the basis for several existing standards. A necessary requirement on Hash  

in such scheme is that it be collision-intractable and produce a k -bit output in 


NZ  

Accordingly, Hash  is most often implemented via a cryptographic hash function like 

5MDH   (which yields a 128 bit output and is assumed to be collision-intractable) and 

some padding. A concrete example of such a scheme is [12, 13], where the hash is 

)(00FFFFFFFFFF01000)( MHxMHashPKCS   

Here denotes concatenation, and enough 0xFF-bytes are used so as to make the length of 

)(MHashPKCS  equal to k  bits. 

We hereby emphasize that the security of such a scheme depends very much on how 

exactly one implements Hash [16]. In particular, it is important to recognize that the security 

of a signature scheme like ))(()( 1 MHashfMSign PKCSPKCS

  can’t be justified given 
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(only) that RSA is trapdoor one-way, even under the assumption that hash function H  is 

ideal. 

 

1.1 Full Domain Hash Scheme 

Earlier work like [4] suggested hashing M  onto the full domain 


NZ of the RSA function 

before decrypting. That is, 
**}1,0{: NFDH ZHash   is understood to hash strings 

“uniformly” into 


NZ , and the signature of M  is ))(()( 1 MHashfMSign FDHFDH

 . 

(Candidates for suitable functions FDHHash  can easily be constructed out of 5MD  or similar 

hash functions, as described in [3].) This is referred to as the Full-Domain-Hash scheme 

( FDH ). Assuming FDHHash  is ideal such that it behaves like a random function of the 

specified domain and range, the security of FDH  can be proven assuming only that RSA is a 

trapdoor permutation. 

The security of RSA as a trapdoor permutation is hereby quantified. We say it is ),( t -

secure if an attacker, given y  drawn randomly from 


NZ and limited to running in time )(kt , 

succeeds in finding )(1 yf 
 with probability at most )(k . Values of t  for which it is safe 

to assume RSA is ),( t -secure can be provided based on the perceived cryptanalytic 

strength of RSA. 

Next we quantify the security of a signature scheme. A signature scheme is said to be 

),,,( hashsig qqt -secure if an attacker, provided the public key, allowed to run for time )(kt , 

allowed a chosen-message attack in which she can see up to )(kqsig  legitimate message-

signature pairs, and allowed hashq  invocations of the (ideal) hash function, is successful in 

forging the signature of a new message with probability at most )(k . 

The reduction of [4] used to prove the security of the FDH  signature scheme is analyzed 

in Theorem 3.1. It says that if RSA is ),( t -secure and sigq , hashq  are given then the 

FDH  signature scheme is ),,,( hashsig qqt -secure for ),,,poly( kqqttt hashsig  and 

 )( hashsig qq  Here poly is some small polynomial explicitly specified in the 

Theorem. 

Our new scheme, referred to as, a nondeterministic digital signature protocol, is fully 

specified in Section 4. The idea is to strengthen the FDH  scheme by making the hashing 

probabilistic. In order to sign message M , the signer first picks a random seed r  of length 

0k , where kk 0  is a parameter of the scheme. Then using some hashing, in a specific way 

we specify, the signer produces from M  and r  an image point 
*),( NPSS ZrMHashy  . 

As usual, the signature is Nyyfx d mod)(1  
. Verification is no longer straightforward, 

since one cannot just “re-compute” this probabilistic hash, but still takes only one RSA 

encryption and some hashing. 

 

1.2 Related Work 

It has been shown in [13, 14] security of [9] cannot be justified based on the assumption 

that RSA is trapdoor one-way. Other standards, such as [1], are similar to [13], and the same 
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statement applies. The scheme we discuss in the remainder of this section does not use the 

hash-then-decrypt paradigm. 

Signature schemes whose security can be provably based on the RSA assumption include 

[8, 2, 10, 15, 6]. The major plus of these works is that they do not use an ideal hash function 

(random oracle) model— the provable security is in the standard sense. On the other hand, the 

security reductions are quite loose for each of those schemes. On the efficiency front, the 

efficiency of the schemes of [8, 2, 10, 15] is too poor to seriously consider them for practice. 

The Dwork-Naor scheme [6], on the other hand, is computationally quite efficient, taking two 

to six RSA computations, although there is some storage overhead and the signatures are 

longer than a single RSA modulus. This scheme is the best current choice if one is willing to 

allow some extra computation and storage, and one wants well-justified security without 

assuming an ideal hash function. 

Back among signature schemes which assume an ideal hash, a great many have been 

proposed, based on the hardness of factoring or other assumptions. Most of these schemes are 

derived from identification schemes, as was first done by [7]. Some of these methods are 

provable (in the ideal hash model), some not. In some of the proven schemes exact security is 

analyzed; usually it is not. In no case that we know of is the security tight. The efficiency 

varies. The computational requirements are often lower than a hash-then-decrypt RSA 

signature, although key sizes are typically larger. 

The paradigm of protocol design with ideal hash functions, known as random oracles, is 

developed in [4] and continued in [3]. Further work on signing in the random oracle model 

includes Pointcheval and Stern [11]. 

 

2. Notations and Definitions 

Definitions and notational conventions that will be used in the context of our discussion in 

the remainder of this article are hereby provided. 
 

2.1 Signature Schemes 

A digital signature scheme ),,( VerifySignGen  is specified by a key generation 

algorithm, Gen , a signing algorithm, Sign  and a verifying algorithm, Verify . The first two 

are probabilistic, and all three should run in expected polynomial time. Given 
k1 , the key 

generation algorithm outputs a pair of matching public and secret keys, ),( skpk . The 

signing algorithm takes the message M  to be signed and the secret key sk , and it returns a 

signature )(MSignx sk . The verifying algorithm takes a message M , a candidate 

signature x , and the public key pk , and it returns a bit ),( xMVerify pk
  , with 1 signifying 

“accept” and 0 signifying “reject.” We demand that if x  was produced via )(MSignx sk  

then 1),( xMVerify pk . 

One or more strong hash functions will usually be available to the algorithms Sign  and 

Verify , their domain and range depending on the scheme. We model them as ideal, meaning 

that if hash function h  is invoked on some input, the output is a uniformly distributed point 

of the range. (But if invoked twice on the same input, the same thing is returned both times.) 

Formally, h  is a random oracle. It is called a hash oracle and it is accessed via oracle queries: 

an algorithm can write a string z  and get back )(zh  in time z . 
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2.2 Security of Signature Schemes 

Definitions for the security of signatures in the asymptotic setting were provided by [8], 

and enhanced to take into account the presence of an ideal hash function in [4]. Here we 

provide an exact version of these definitions. 

A forger takes as input a public key pk , where )1(),( kR Genskpk  , and tries to 

forge signatures with respect to pk . The forger is allowed a chosen message attack in which 

it can request, and obtain, signatures of messages of its choice. This is modelled by allowing 

the forger oracle access to the signing algorithm. The forger is deemed successful if it outputs 

a valid forgery—namely, a message/signature pair ),( xM  such that 1),( xMVerify pk  but 

M  was not a message of which a signature was requested earlier of the signer. The forger is 

said to be a ),,( hashsig qqt -forger if its running time plus description size is bounded by 

)(kt ; it makes at most )(kqsig  queries of its signing oracle; and it makes a total of at most 

)(kqhash  queries of its various hash oracles. As a convention, the time )(kt  includes the time 

to answer the signing queries. 

Such a forger F  is said to ),,,( hashsig qqt -break the signature scheme if, for every k , 

the probability that F  outputs a valid forgery is at least )(kt  . Finally we say that the 

signature scheme ),,( VerifySignGen  is ),,,( hashsig qqt -secure if there is no forger who 

),,,( hashsig qqt -breaks the scheme. For simplicity we will assume that a forger does any 

necessary book-keeping so that it never repeats a hash query. (It might repeat a signing query. 

If the scheme is probabilistic, this might help it.) 

 

2.3 Approach to Reductions 

Our theorems will have the form: If RSA is  ,t -secure, then some signature scheme 

),,( VerifySignGen  is ),,,( hashsig qqt -secure. The proof will take a forger F  who 

),,,( hashsig qqt -breaks   and produce from F  an inverter I who  ,t -breaks RSA. 

The quality of the reduction is in how the primed variables depend on the unprimed ones. We 

will typically view sigq , hashq  as given, these being query bounds we are willing to allow. 

(For example, 
302sigq  and 

602hashq  are reasonable possibilities.) Obviously we want 

t   to be as large as possible and we want   to be as small as possible. We are usually 

satisfied when ),,poly( kqqtt sighash  and  . 

 

3. The Full-Domain-Hash Scheme – FDH 

The scheme. Signature scheme ),,(FDH VerifyFDHSignFDHGenFDH  is defined 

as follows [4]. The key generation algorithm, on input 
k1 , runs )1( kRSA  to obtain deN ,, . 

It outputs ),( skpk , where ),( eNpk   and ),( dNsk  . The signing and verifying 

algorithms have oracle access to a hash function 
**}1,0{: NFDH ZH  . (In the security 
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analysis it is assumed to be ideal. In practice it can be implemented on top of a cryptographic 

hash function such as SHA-1.) Signature generation and verification are as follows: 

Ny

MHy

MSignFDH

d

FDH

dN

modreturn

)(

)(,

  

0returnelse1returnthen

)(;mod

),(,

yyif

MHyNxy

xMVerifyFDH

FDH

e

eN



  

The following theorem summarizes the exact security of the FDH scheme as provided by 

the reduction of [4]. The proof is straightforward, but it is instructive all the same, so we 

include it. The disadvantage of the result, from our point of view, is that   could be much 

smaller than  . 

Theorem 3.1 Suppose RSA is a  ,t -secure. Then, for any sigq  hashq , signature scheme 

FDH  is ),,,( hashsig qqt -secure, where 

)(]1)()([)()( 3kkqkqktkt sighash   and 

)(]1)()([)( kkqkqk hashsig  . 

Proof: Let F  be a forger which ),,,( hashsig qqt -breaks FDH . We present an inverter 

I  which  ,t -breaks RSA . 

Inverting algorithm I  is given as input ),,( yeN   where deN ,,  were obtained by 

running the generator )1( kRSA , and y  was chosen at random from 
*

NZ . It is trying to find 

)(1 yfx  , where f  is the RSA  function described by eN , . It forms the public key 

eN ,  of the Full-Domain-Hash signature scheme, and starts running F  on input of this key. 

Forger F  will make two kinds of oracle queries: hash oracle queries and signing queries. 

Inverter I  must answer these queries itself. For simplicity we assume that if F  makes sign 

query M  then it has already made hash oracle query M . (We will argue later that this is 

without loss of generality (wlog).) Let hashsig qqq  . Inverter I  picks at random an integer 

j  from },,1{ q . Now we describe how I  answers oracle queries. Here i  is a counter, 

initially 0. 

Suppose F  makes hash oracle query M . Inverter I  increments i  and sets MM i  . If 

ji   then it sets yyi   and returns iy . Else it picks ir  at random in 
*

NZ  sets )( ii rfy  , 

and returns iy . 

Alternatively, suppose F  makes signing query M . By assumption, there was already a 

hash query of M , so iMM   for some i . Let I  return the corresponding ir  as the 

signature. 

Eventually, F  halts, with an output of some (attempted forgery) ),( xM . Let the inverting 

algorithm I  output x . wlog (see below) we may assume that iMM   for some i . In that 
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case, if ),( xM  is a valid forgery, then, with probability at least q/1 , we have ji   and 

)()( 11 yfyfx i

   was the correct inverse for f . 

The running time of I  is that of F  plus the time to choose the iy -values. The main thing 

here is one RSA  computation for each iy , which is cubic time (or better). This explains the 

formula for t . It remains to justify the assumptions. Recall that I  is running F . So if the 

latter makes a sign query without having made the corresponding hash query, I  at once goes 

ahead and makes the hash query itself. Similarly for the output forgery. All this means that 

the effective number of hash queries is at most 1 sighash qq , which is the number we used 

in the time bound above. 

 

4. A Non-deterministic Digital Signature Protocol (NDSP) 

Here we propose a new scheme—a non-deterministic generalisation of FDH . It preserves 

the efficiency and provable security of FDH  but achieves the latter with a much better 

security bound. 

 

 

Figure 1. Non-deterministic Digital Signature Protocol: Components of image 

)(0 *  g2ry   are darkened. The signature of M  is Ny d mod . 

 

4.1 Description of the NDSP 

Signature scheme ),,(],[ 10 VerifyNDSPSignNDSPGenNDSPkkNDSP   is 

parameterized by 0k  and 1k , which are numbers between 1 and k  satisfying 110  kkk . 

To be concrete, the reader may like to imagine 1024k , 12810  kk . 

The key generation algorithm GenNDSP  is identical to GenFDH : on input 
k1 , run 

)1( kRSA  to obtain ),,( deN , and output ),( skpk , where ),( eNpk   and ),( dNsk  . 

The signing and verifying algorithms make use of two hash functions. The first, h , called 

the compressor, maps as 1}1,0{}1,0{: * k
h   and the second, g , called the generator, maps 
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as 
111 }1,0{}1,0{:



kkkg . (The analysis assumes these to be ideal. In practice they can be 

implemented in simple ways out of cryptographic hash functions like MD5, as discussed in 

Appendix A.) Let 1g  be the function which on input 1}1,0{
k

  returns the first 0k  bits of 

)g( , and let 2g  be the function which on input 1}1,0{
k

  returns the remaining 

110  kkk  bits of )g( . We now describe how to sign and verify, schematically 

depicted in Figure 1. 
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The step 0}1,0{
kRr   indicates that the signer picks at random a seed r  of 0k  bits. He 

then concatenates this seed to the message M , effectively “randomizing” the message, and 

hashes this down, via the “compressing” function, to a 1k  bit string  . Then the generator g  

is applied to   yielding a 0k  bit string )(* 1gr  and a 110  kkk  bit string )(g2  . 

The first is used to “mask” the 0k -bit seed r , resulting in the masked seed 
*r . Now 

*r  

is pre-pended with a 0 bit and appended with )(g2   to create the image point y  which is 

decrypted under the RSA  function to define the signature. (The 0-bit is to guarantee that y  is 

in 
*

NZ .) 

We remark that a new seed is chosen for each message. In particular, a given message has 

many possible signatures, depending on the value of r chosen by the signer. Given ),( xM , 

the verifier first computes Nxy e mod  and recovers rr ,,*  . These are used to check 

that y  was correctly constructed, and the verifier only accepts if all the checks succeed. 

Note that the efficiency of the scheme is as claimed. Signing takes one application of h , 

one application of g , and one RSA  decryption, while verification takes one application of h , 

one application of g , and one RSA  encryption. 
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4.2 Security of the Nondeterministic Signature Protocol 

The following theorem proves the security of our scheme based on the security of RSA , 

but with a relation between the two securities that is much tighter than was given for the 

FDH  scheme. The key difference is that )(k  is within an additive, rather than 

multiplicative, factor of )(k , and this additive factor decreases exponentially with 0k , 1k . 

The relation between t  and t  is about the same as in Theorem 3.1. 

Theorem 4.1 Suppose that RSA  is  ,t -secure. Then for any sigq , hashq  the signature 

scheme ],[S 10 kkPND  is ),,,( hashsig qqt -secure, where 

)(]1)()([)()( 3

0 kkkqkqktkt hashsig   and 

)22(]))()((3[)()( 102 kk

hashsig kqkqkk


 . 

The rest of this section is devoted to a sketch of the proof of this theorem. 

Proof Sketch: Let F  be a forger which ),,,( hashsig qqt -breaks the PNDS . We present 

an inverter I  which  ,t -breaks the trapdoor permutation family RSA . The input to I  is 

,, eN  and η where   was chosen at random from 


NZ , and deN ,,  were chosen by running 

the generator )1( kRSA . (But d  is not provided to I !) We let 
**: NN ZZf   be 

Nxxf e mod)(  . I  wants to compute Nf d mod)(1  
. It forms the public key 

,, eN  and starts running F  on input this key. F  will make oracle queries (signing queries, 

h -oracle queries, and g -oracle queries), which I  must answer itself. 

We assume no hash query ),or( gh  is repeated (but a signing query might be repeated). 

We let qhashqsigQQ ,,1   denote the sequence of oracle queries that F  makes. (This is a 

sequence of random variables.) This list includes all queries, and we implicitly assume that 

along with each iQ  is an indication of whether it is a signing oracle query, an h -oracle query 

or a g -oracle query. In the process of answering these queries, I  will “build” or “define” the 

functions h , g . I  maintains a counter i , initially 0, which is  incremented for each query. 

We now indicate how the queries are answered. It depends on the type of query. 

Answering signing queries. First, suppose MQi   is a signing query. Let us first try to 

give some intuition, and then the precise instructions for I  to answer the query. The problem 

is that I  cannot answer a signing query as the signer would since it doesn’t know 
1f . So, it 

first picks a point 
 NZx  , and then arranges that )(xfy   be the image point of a 

signature of M . (It does this by viewing y  as  *0 r  , and then defining 

)( rMh  and rrω) * (g  for some random r .) At this point, x  can be returned 

as a legitimate signature of M . 
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Some technicalities include making sure there are no conflicts (re-defining h  or g  on 

points where their values were already assigned) and making sure y  has first bit 0. These are 

attended to in the following full description of the instructions for I  to answer signing query 

iQ : 

(1) Increment i  and let ii QM  . 

(2) Pick 0}1,0{
kR

ir   . (Recall this notation means ir  is chosen at random from 

0}1,0{
k

,) 

(3) If ij rrijj  ::  then abort. 

(4) Repeat )(;*

iN

R

i xfyZx   until the first bit of iy  is 0. 

(5) Break up iy  to write it as 
i

ii r 
*

0 . (That is, let i  be the 1k  bits following 

the 0, let 
*

ir  be the next 0k  bits, and let i  be the last 110  kkk  bits.) 

(6) Set iii rMh )( . 

(7) If ijijj   ::  then abort. 

(8) Set i

*

ii rr)ω (1g ; Set i2 )(g  i  ; Set )(g)(g)g( 21 ii   . 

(9) Return ix  to F  as the answer to signing query ii MQ  . 

Answering h-oracle queries. Next, suppose iQ  is an h -oracle query. We may assume it 

has length at least 0k  since otherwise it doesn’t help the adversary to make this query. Again, 

before the precise instructions, here is the intuition. The query looks like rM . We want to 

arrange that, if F  later forges a signature of M  using seed r  then we invert f  at  . To 

arrange this, we will associate to query rM  an image of the form 
e

ix  , where 
ix  is 

random. (Thus if F  later comes up with 
de

ixf   )(1
, then I  can divide out 

ix  and 

recover )(1   fd
.) This is done by choosing a random 

ix , viewing 
e

ix  as 

 *0 r , and, as before, defining )( rMh  and rrω) * (g . The detailed 

instructions for I  to answer h -oracle query iQ  (taking into account technicalities similar to 

the above) are: 

(1) Increment i  and break up iQ  as 
ii rM . (That is, let 

ir  be the last 0k  bits of iQ  

and let iM  be the rest). 

(2) Say iQ  is old if iijj rMrMijj  :: , and new otherwise. (Since h -

queries are not repeated, iQ  is old iff  iM  was signing query jM  and in the process 
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of answering it above we picked ij rr  ) Now if iQ  is old then set 

),,(),,( **

jjjiii rr    and return i  (which is )( jj rMh ); Else go on to 

next step. 

(3) Repeat )(;*

iN

R

i xfyZx  ; )( ii xfz   ; Nzy ii mod  until the first 

bit of iy  is 0. 

(4) Break up iy  to write it as iii r  *0 . 

(5) Set iii rMh )( . 

(6) If ijijj   ::  then abort. 

(7) Set i

*

ii rr)ω (1g  ; Set i2 )(g  i  ; Set )(g)(g)g( 21 ii   . 

(8) Return i  to F  as the answer to h -oracle query 
iii rMQ  . 

Answering g -oracle queries. Last, suppose h  is a g-oracle query. We may assume it has 

length 1k  since otherwise it doesn’t help the adversary to make this query. This time, there is 

not much to do: 

(1) Increment i  and let ii Q . 

(2) If ijijj   ::  then return )g( j . Else pick a string 
11}1,0{



kkR , 

set  )g( j , and return  . 

Analysis. Let Distinct  be the event that we never abort in Steps (3) or (7) in answering 

signing queries or Step (6) in answering h -oracle queries. The reader can verify that 

pDistinct]Pr[  where )22()(2 102 kk

hashsig qqp


 . So with probability p , 

Distinct holds and F  halts and outputs a valid forgery ),( xM . Assume we are in this 

situation, and let Nxxfy e mod)(  . If the first bit of y  is not 0 then the forgery is 

invalid, so assume this bit is 0. So we can break y  up to view it as ii r  *0 . 

Let ω)rr * (1g .We now claim that with probability at least 12
k

p


 , there is an 

i  such that: ),,,,(),,,,( **

iiiii rrMrrM   ; h -oracle query iii rMQ   i  was 

made; and this query was new when it was made. Assuming this claim we have 

Nzyy ii mod . Now I  outputs Nxx i mod/ . Note  i

e

i

ee

i zyxxxx //)/(  

so ixx /  is indeed )(1 f  as desired. 

Next, we justify the claim. If 
ii rMrM   for all i  then the probability that 

)( rMh  is at most 12
k

 . So now assume there is such an i . Since ),( xM  is a valid 

forgery we know that M  was never a signing query, so it must be that rM  was a h -

oracle query. Furthermore, for the same reason, it must have been new. Finally, note that the 
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time for Step (4) in answering signing queries and Step (3) in answering h -oracle queries 

can’t be bounded. But the expected time is two executions of the loop. So we just stop the 

loop after 01 k  steps. This adds at most 02
k

 to the error, thus completing our proof sketch. 

We stress how this proof differs from that of Theorem 3.1. There, we had to “guess” the 

value of },,1{ hashsig qqi    for which F  would forge a message, and we were only 

successful if we guessed right. Here we are successful (except with very small probability) no 

matter what is the value of i  for which the forgery occurs. 

 

5. Conclusion 

In particular, our scheme is as efficient as the schemes discussed above. But Theorem 4.1 

shows that the security can be tightly related to that of RSA. Roughly, it says that if RSA is 

 ,t -secure then, given sigq  hashq  scheme PSS  is ),,,( hashsig qqt -secure for 

),,,poly( kqqttt hashsig  and )1(o . Here )1(o  denotes a function 

exponentially small in 0k  and 1k , another parameter of the scheme, and poly denotes a 

specific polynomial; both of these explicitly specified in the theorem. In line with the RSA de 

facto industry standard, if the RSA inversion probability was originally as low as 
612

, the 

probability of forgery for the signature scheme is almost equally low, regardless of the 

number of sign and hash queries the adversary makes! 
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Appendix: How to implement the hash functions h , g  

 

In the PSS  we need a concrete hash function h  with output length some given number 
1k . 

Typically we will construct h  from some cryptographic hash function H  such as 

5MDH  or 1SHAH . Ways to do this have been discussed before in [3, 4]. For 

completeness we quickly summarize some of these possibilities. The simplest is to define 

)(xh  as the appropriate-length prefix of 

)2()1()0( xconstHxconstHxconstH  . 

The constant const  should be unique to h ; to make another hash function, g , simply 

select a different constant. 


